Katalyst Data Management Achieves PPDM Gold Compliance

CALGARY, Alberta, April 4, 2018 - The Professional Petroleum Data Management (PPDM) Association announces that Katalyst Data Management has achieved Gold Compliance with their iGlass subsurface data management solution. The official Compliance Score is: KATALYST, PPDM3.8_300_159_iGlass5.8.X_159_Gold_100%.

Katalyst’s iGlass data management solution provides a complete set of tools that encompass the full life cycle of their clients’ subsurface data assets, whether they host their data at Katalyst or elsewhere. Built on PPDM 3.8 Public Petroleum Data Model, iGlass incorporates a cloud-based ESRI GIS map interface for direct access to seismic, well and interpretation project data. Katalyst provides the iGlass data management solution on a software-as-a-service (SaaS) basis and currently hosts over 25 petabytes of subsurface data for their clients.

Within the PPDM Association, the term ‘Compliance’ defines a level of conformance between a database or software product and the published PPDM Standards. Gold, or structural compliance, measures the conformity of a product (software, data) to the technical relational DDL provided for a PPDM data model. More information on compliance is available on www.ppdm.org under Standards.

The Professional Petroleum Data Management (PPDM) Association is the global, not-for-profit society within the petroleum industry that provides leadership for the professionalization of petroleum data management through the development and dissemination of best practices and standards, education programs, certification programs and professional development opportunities. Learn more at www.ppdm.org.

For over 40 years, Katalyst Data Management has been providing complete data management solutions assisting oil and gas companies with the difficult challenge of managing the vast amount of subsurface data and information acquired for exploration and production. Katalyst’s complete life cycle solution includes every step in the process, from data capture and verification, to data storage and organization, to marketing seismic data online. Katalyst’s signature offerings include the cloud-based iGlass subsurface data management solution and the e-brokerage site SeismicZone.com for online data marketing.
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